
2023 Farm Bill 101

Stone Soup

Do you encounter rules and regulations that, if
changed would change your business? If so, you

are going to want to join this facilitated
brainstorming session! This session is an

opportunity to share all of your woes so that we
can start to look for solutions! We will put

marker to paper and call out specific issues and
create specific priorities to research and engage! 

Making Practical Policy Changes:
Strategies and Structures

What Should Change?
Ag Rules and Regs!

Authorized once ever 5 years, the Farm Bill is
the single largest piece of legislation that
authorizes funding for food and nutrition

programs, agricultural programs, and land
conservation. In this session, Mike Lavender
from NSAC will provide a primer on the farm
bill while also discussing policy priorities that
are important to West Virginia Farmers and

what we can do to engage. 

Featuring Mike Lavender, National Sustainable
Agriculture Coalition

Track 1: Farmers and
Food Entrepreneurs

Track 2: Food Access  and
Food Security Advocates

In the previous session participants spend an
hour sharing issues that could lead to policy

change. In this session, we’re going to talk about
how! Panelist will share practical strategies for

making statewide policy changes. 

How do we take what we were introduced to
today and turn that into nourishment for our
communities? Amy Jo Hutchison of Rattle the
Windows leads this closing session designed
to send food security advocates back to their

communities with actionable ideas. 

In this interactive session, we will learn from
the ingenuity and “outside the box” thinking of
people who are food insecure [but shouldn’t
have to be]. Together we will explore policy

solutions that address root causes of hunger,
including concepts like the Right to Food, the

Child Tax Credit, and guaranteed income.

With so many avenues to address food insecurity,
why are West Virginians still hungry? This session

maps the numerous ways that government,
nonprofit, private and community organizations
are trying to address food insecurity statewide. A

brief presentation will lay out food assistance
programs statewide, including how they are

funded and accessed by people who need them.
Then, a panel of food security advocates will

discuss their own experiences in the field along
with the system's strengths and opportunities for

change. 

1 PM

Can Food Solve Hunger?
Let's Talk About Income!

Opportunities and Barriers to Food
Access in WV

Facilitated by Spencer Moss, WV Food and Farm
Coalition

Featuring Del. Johnathon Pinson and Crescent
Gallagher. Moderated by Spencer Moss Featuring Amy Jo Hutchison, Rattle the Windows

Featuring Liz Brunello and Lida Shepherd, American
Friends Service Committee; Joshua Lohnes, Center

for Resilient Communities; Amy Jo Hutchison, Rattle
the Windows

Featuring Amanda Harrison, Kristin McCartney,
Cyndi Kirkhart, Dural Miller, Jackie Hoppee, &
Lora Hammack. Moderated by Iris Sidikman

2 PM

3 PM


